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No.1 Mobile AD Platform

CAULY



is the first mobile ad operator in Korea and the first ad-tech company listed on the stock market.
It has the largest scale through collaboration with domestic and foreign partners.



Full Banner Native ADBand Banner Rich Media

We have a variety of product lineups according to the type of exposure.
CPC(Cost per Click) 



CAULY set campaign operation conditions according to advertiser's KPI and optimize ads with CAULY's operational know-how and AI engine.

Campaign

GEO

Operational condition setting

Optimization



CAULY provides upgraded audience targeting based on CAULY's proprietary* and affiliated DMP data.
With the most extensive DMP integration in the domestic market, we utilize data from various fields to maximize target reach.

Partner DMPCAULY DMP



CAULY provides up to 150 interest categories based on users' mobile content reactions and behavior analysis.
The users’ interest information collected real-time is continuously updated and refined by with CAULY’s big data AI analysis model.
CAULY offers an interest category recommendation feature using the advertiser's app URL, category, and keywords.

App URL

Category

Search

Search

Shopping > 
Department Store

Shopping > Home 
Shopping

Shopping > 
Membership/Points

Food and Beverage > 
Cooking/Recipe

Recommand

Recommand

Recommand

Recommand

Finance Game Shopping Fashion
Beauty

food and 
beverage …

A
0.898564.. 0.784621.. 0.992231.. 0.985213.. 0.973548.. …

B
0.846134.. 0.664485.. 0.984558.. 0.784112.. 0.988956.. …

C
0.654931.. 0.774165.. 0.926158.. 0.545465.. 0.999848.. …

D

0.987888.. 0.575699.. 0.885463.. 0.987853.. 0.875642.. …

E

0.986788.. 0.663831.. 0.765645.. 0.688913.. 0.751988.. …

A Shopping
corp



Users are selected based on various sources, including the list of competitor apps provided by advertisers, categories, and more.
By analyzing the list of competitor apps provided by advertisers, CAULY predict whether users have those apps and 
selectively expose ads only to the chosen users.



The targeting method involves matching the ADID provided by the ad with CAULY's data, and then displaying ads only on the ADIDs that have a match. 
Based on desired conditions, ADIDs can be classified, and various targeting customization is possible by using relevant creatives.
Advertiser can run ads  by sending comeback messages to inactive users and inducing follow-up action messages to new subscribers.
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Using various targeting techniques comprehensively, including domestic online/offline user behavioral data,
You may expect maximum efficiency through sophisticated target extraction and message delivery.

Ages 20 to 50 / Female

Recent purchase of toddler toys 
within the last 30 days.

Recent purchase of pet food 
within the last 30 days.

Recent visit to a pediatrician 
within the last 90 days.

Resident of the Seoul 
metropolitan area.

Targeting urban moms in the Seoul 
metropolitan area who raise children and

pets together.

Air purifier launching campaign.



CAULY provides mobile-focused targeting with more detailed segmentation



CAULY has enhanced targeting accuracy by incorporating Naver Geo Location data into our existing regional targeting information, enabling more precise targeting and refined 
segmentation. By Using the IP information of the user’s location, we can conduct offline area visit frequency analysis, enabling us to predict user’s residential and workplace 
locations. This allows us to deliver customized advertisements tailored to target users.
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Displaying CAULY banner ads network with 100% ad occupancy during specific time periods is effective for maximizing exposure.
Purchase is available in one-hour increments, and it can be conducted for a maximum of three hours per day.



This is a banner that operates according to daily traffic within the range of not exceeding the unit price suggested by the advertiser. 
You can run campaigns at a cheaper and more stable unit price.
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Turning interested users into loyal customers

CAULY Retargeting



Display ads to customers who have visited the advertiser's app.
By tailoring ads based on various activities that the customer has engaged in, such as product purchases or membership sign-ups, higher conversion rates 
are expected. 

BuyLocation

Action



You may leverage the largest app traffic in the country to conduct CPC tests for 2 weeks to 1 month, and then switch to advertiser KPI guarantees such as 
CPP/ROAS for further campaign execution. Ensuring the convenience of content usage for media users without disrupting their experience, providing clean 
and non-intrusive ad exposure that gains high attention.



Feed (Dynamic) Static(Static)

You may choose an advertising method that best aligns with your campaign goals.
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Many advertisers have already chosen “guaranteed KPI” billing methods when running CAULY Retargeting ads.

Major Advertiser Billing method Guaranteed KPI

CPP

Reach of users
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non-incentive based global performance ad platform

CAULY Guarantee



CAULY Guarantee is a non-incentive based global performance advertising platform.
Conducted in two forms: SNS and DA

Detailed introduction document

SNS DA

Cauly Guarantee



Performance marketing targeting over 100 countries worldwide is possible.
You can run campaigns without any inconvenience related to settings, time zones, or languages.
Based on subsidiaries in major Asian hubs, we operate our own marketing platform, enabling diverse portfolio proposals.



We continuously enhance our Anti-fraud System through CAULY's proprietary algorithm to block abuses, spam traffic, and other fraudulent activities.



We have nCPI / pre-registration nCPA / nCPA product.
Various portfolio configurations are possible based on the characteristics of the campaign.
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Recommendation 
Campaign KPI

Payment Action

Guide



We leverage the channels that best reach our campaign targets, resulting in satisfactory performance outcomes.

Game launching nCPI Game launching nCPA
E-commerce 

membership registration Brand registration



We have partnerships with global and major country-specific local trackers, enabling campaign optimization with CAULY guarantee.



CAULY’s Offerwall AD Platform

PointClick



PointClick is a domestic-based offerwall advertising service platform
Through the free charging station of content-providing media, we encourage ad participation with cost-effective rewards.



We have partnerships with the largest premium domestic media outlets that cater to influential users in 20-40 demographic with strong purchasing power. 
Additionally, we are integrated with major networks, allowing exposure across all media channels within the market, including those of top 10 network companies.



PointClick offers you a CPI (Cost Per Install), CPE (Cost Per Execution), CPA (Cost Per Action), CPSNS (Cost Per SNS), CPC (Cost Per Click) product.
PointClick a platform best optimized for advertisers to increase app rankings and secure genuine users through app installations, opens, and action inducement.
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Recommendation 
Campaign KPI

Feature







CAULY's special product for the new channel

CAULY Addition



The Desktop App provides a No.1 global game analysis and record search service for League of Legends (LOL) gamers.
It automatically launches on PC cafes and personal computers.
- In PC Cafe: Automatically launches upon launching LOL or by clicking the OP.GG icon on the desktop.

- Personal PC: Automatically launches on boot.

Main Feature Exposure example
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One video ad space and two image banner spaces on the right side of the Desktop App are provided and are sold on a per-slot basis.
- Video Ad Space: Estimated monthly impressions of approximately 620,000 per slot (30 seconds)
- Image Ad Space: Estimated monthly impressions of approximately 25 million per slot



CAULY Product Price



For any inquiries about the overall CAULY services, detailed product information, and pricing, 
please contact CAULY's representative email at fsn_sales@fsn.co.kr.

You can also access detailed service introductions for each service through the provided links.



For any inquiries about the overall CAULY services, detailed product information, and pricing, 
please contact CAULY's representative email at fsn_sales@fsn.co.kr.

You can also access detailed service introductions for each service through the provided links.

https://www.cauly.net/download/doc/ncpi
https://www.cauly.net/download/doc/pointclick



